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Abstract
We study the problem of sampling a uniformly random directed rooted spanning tree, also known as
an arborescence, from a possibly weighted directed graph. Classically, this problem has long been
known to be polynomial-time solvable; the exact number of arborescences can be computed by a
determinant [33], and sampling can be reduced to counting [18, 16]. However, the classic reduction
from sampling to counting seems to be inherently sequential. This raises the question of designing
efficient parallel algorithms for sampling. We show that sampling arborescences can be done in RNC.

For several well-studied combinatorial structures, counting can be reduced to the computation
of a determinant, which is known to be in NC [9]. These include arborescences, planar graph perfect
matchings, Eulerian tours in digraphs, and determinantal point processes. However, not much is
known about efficient parallel sampling of these structures. Our work is a step towards resolving
this mystery.
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1 Introduction

Algorithms for (approximately) counting various combinatorial structures are often based on
the equivalence between (approximate) counting and sampling [18, 16]. This is indeed the
basis of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to approximate counting, which is
arguably the most successful approach to counting, resolving long-standing problems such as
approximating the permanent [17] and computing the volume of convex sets [13].

Approximate sampling and counting are known to be equivalent for a wide class of
problems, including the so-called self-reducible ones [18, 16]. This equivalence is nontrivial
and most useful in the direction of reducing counting to sampling. However, for some
problems, the “easier” direction of this equivalence, namely the reduction from sampling
to counting, proves useful. For these problems, almost by definition, we can count via
approaches other than MCMC.
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One of the mysterious approaches to counting is via determinant computations. A range
of counting problems can be (exactly) solved by simply computing a determinant. A non-
exhaustive list is provided below.

Spanning trees in a graph can be counted by computing a determinant related to the
Laplacian of the graph, a result known as the matrix-tree theorem [22].
Arborescences in a directed graph can be counted by computing a determinant related to
the directed Laplacian [33].
The number of perfect matchings in a planar graph can be computed as the Pfaffian
(square root of the determinant) of an appropriately signed version of the adjacency
matrix, a.k.a. the Tutte matrix [20].
The number of Eulerian tours in an Eulerian digraph is directly connected to the number
of arborescences, and consequently the determinant related to the directed Laplacian
[1, 34].
Given vectors v1, . . . , vn ∈ Rd, the volume sampling distribution on subsets S ∈

([n]
d

)
can

be defined as follows:

P[S] ∝ det ([vi]i∈S)2
.

The partition function of this distribution is simply det(
∑
i viv

ᵀ
i ) (see, e.g., [10]).

The number of non-intersecting paths between specified terminals in a lattice, and more
generally applications of the Lindström-Gessel-Viennot lemma [24, 14].

Efficient counting for these problems follows the polynomial-time computability of the
associated determinants. In turn, one obtains efficient sampling algorithms for all of these
problems; we remark that ot all of these problems are known to be self-reducible, but
nevertheless “easy” slightly varied sampling to counting reductions exist for all of them.

While polynomial-time sampling for all of these problems has long been settled, we reopen
the investigation of these problems by considering efficient parallel sampling algorithms.
We focus on the computational model of PRAM, and specifically on the complexity classes
NC and RNC. Here, a polynomially bounded number of processors are allowed access to
a shared memory, and the goal is for the running time to be polylogarithmically bounded;
the class RNC has additionally access to random bits. Determinants can be computed
efficiently in parallel, in the class NC [9], and as a result there are NC counting algorithms
for all of aforementioned problems. However, the sampling to counting reductions completely
break down for parallel algorithms, as there seems to be an inherent sequentiality in these
reductions.

Take spanning trees in a graph as an example. The classic reduction from sampling to
counting proceeds as follows:

for each edge e do
A← number of spanning trees containing e
B ← total number spanning trees
Flipping a coin with bias A/B, decide whether e should be part of the tree.
Either contract or delete the edge e based on this decision.

Each iteration of this loop uses a counting oracle to compute A,B. However the decision
of whether to include an edge e as part of the tree affects future values of A,B for other edges,
and this seems to be the inherent sequentiality in this algorithm. The sampling-to-counting
reduction for all other listed problems encounters the same sequentiality obstacle.
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In this paper, we take a step towards resolving the mysterious disparity between count-
ing and sampling in the parallel algorithms world. We resolve the question of sampling
arborescences in weighted directed graphs, and as a special case spanning trees in weighted
undirected graphs, using efficient parallel algorithms with access to randomness, a.k.a. the
class RNC.

We remark that the special case of sampling spanning trees in unweighted undirected
graphs was implicitly solved by the work of Teng [30], who showed how to simulate random
walks in RNC. When combined with earlier work of Aldous [2] and Broder [6], this algorithm
would simulate a random walk on the graph, and from its transcript extract a random
spanning tree. However, adding either weights or directions to the graph results in the need
for potentially exponentially large random walks, which cannot be done in RNC. Our work
removes this obstacle.

I Theorem 1. There is an RNC algorithm which takes a directed graph G = (V,E) together
with edge weights w : E → R≥0 as input and outputs a random directed rooted tree T , a.k.a.
an arborescence. The output T follows the distribution

P[T ] ∝
∏
e∈T

w(e).

1.1 Related Work and Techniques

There is a long line of research on algorithms for sampling and counting spanning trees and
more generally arborescences. The matrix-tree theorem of Kirchhof [22] showed how to count
spanning trees in undirected graphs, and later Tutte [33] generalized this to arborescences in
digraphs. Somewhat surprisingly Aldous [2] and Broder [6] showed that random spanning
trees and more generally random arborescences of a graph can be extracted from the transcript
of a random walk on the graph itself. The main focus of subsequent work on this problem
has been on improving the total running time of sequential algorithms for sampling. After
a long line of work [35, 7, 21, 25, 12, 11], Schild [28] obtained the first almost-linear time
algorithm for sampling spanning trees. More recently Anari, Liu, Oveis Gharan, and Vinzant
[3] improved this to nearly-linear time. Many of these works are based on speeding up the
Aldous-Broder algorithm. Our main result, Theorem 1, is also built on the Aldous-Broder
algorithm, but we focus on parallelizing it instead of optimizing the total running time.

No almost-linear time algorithm is yet known for sampling arborescences in digraphs,
as opposed to spanning trees in undirected graphs. While sampling spanning trees has a
multitude of application (see [28]), there are a number of applications for the directed graph
generalization. Most notably, there is a many-to-one direct correspondence between Eulerian
tours in an Eulerian digraph and arborescences of the graph. This correspondence, known
as the BEST theorem [1, 34] allows one to generate random Eulerian tours by generating
random arborescences (see [8]). We leave the question of whether the correspondence in
the BEST theorem is implementable in NC to future work, but note that sampling Eulerian
tours has interesting applications in biology and sequence processing [19, 27]. We remark
that, unlike directed graphs, generating random Eulerian tours of undirected Eulerian graphs
in polynomial time is a major open problem [32].

In a slightly different direction related to this work, Balaji and Datta [4] considered the
space complexity of counting arborescences. They showed this problem is in L for graphs of
bounded tree-width, obtaining algorithms for counting Eulerian tours in these digraphs as
well.

ITCS 2021
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Figure 1 Starting from left
it takes Θ(W ) steps to cover.

Figure 2 A random walk started from the left node covers
all n nodes in time Θ(2n).

Perhaps in the first major result of its kind in the search for RNC sampling algorithms,
Teng [31] showed implicitly how to sample spanning trees in undirected graphs in RNC.
Teng [31] showed how to parallelize the simulation of a random walk on a graph; more
precisely, he showed how to output a length L trace of a walk on size n Markov chains
in parallel running time polylog(L, n) using only poly(L, n) many processors. The Aldous-
Broder algorithm extracts an arborescence from the trace of a random walk by extracting the
so-called first-visit edge to each vertex. If a random walk is simulated until all vertices are
visited at least once, the trace of the random walk has enough information to extract all such
first-visit edges. This allows RNC sampling of arborescences in graphs where the number of
steps needed to visit all vertices, known as the cover time, is polynomially bounded. While
the cover time of a random walk on an undirected unweighted graph is polynomially bounded
in the size of the graph (see, e.g., [23]), adding either weights or directions can make the
cover time exponentially large. See Figures 1 and 2.

We overcome the obstacle of exponentially large cover times, by taking a page from some
of the recent advances on the sequential sampling algorithms for spanning trees. Instead of
simulating the entirety of the random walk until cover time, we extract only the first-visit
edges to each vertex. We use the same insight used in several prior works that once a region
of the graph has been visited, subsequent visits of the random walk can be shortcut to the
first edge that exits this region. However, this involves a careful construction of a hierarchy
of “regions”, and bounding the number of steps needed inside each region to fully cover it.
Unlike undirected graphs, in directed graphs arguing about the covering time of a region
becomes complicated. We build on some of the techniques developed by Boczkowski, Peres,
and Sousi [5] to bound these covering times in the case of Eulerian digraphs. We then reduce
the arborescence sampling problem for arbitrary digraphs to that of Eulerian digraphs.

1.2 Overview of the Algorithm
At a high-level, our algorithm first proceeds by reducing the problem to sampling an
arborescence from an Eulerian graph. We then construct a “loose decomposition” of the
Eulerian graph into weighted cycles. We then construct a hierarchy of vertex sets by starting
with the empty graph and adding the weighted cycles one by one, from the lowest weight
to the highest, adding the connected components in each iteration to the hierarchy. This
results in a hierarchical clustering of vertices, with the intuitive property that once we enter
a cluster, we spend a lot of time exploring inside before exiting. Our algorithm proceeds by
“simulating” polynomially many jumps between the children of each cluster, before exiting
that cluster. The resulting jumps are then stitched together at all levels of the hierarchy to
form a partial subset of the transcript of a random walk.

The shallow “simulation” of edges jumping across children of a cluster in the hierarchy can
be done in RNC by using a doubling trick as in the work of Teng [31]; in order to “simulate”
L jumping edges, we combine the first L/2 with the last L/2 in a recursive fashion. A naive
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implementation of this is not parallelizable however, as one needs to know where the first L/2
jumps eventually land before “simulating” the rest. However since the number of locations is
polynomially bounded, one can precompute an answer for each possible landing location in
parallel to simulating the first L/2 edges. Once shallow jumps are simulated, our algorithm
then proceeds by stitching these jumping edges with jumping edges of one level lower (i.e.,
inside of the children clusters), and so on. Again, a naive implementation of this stitching
is not in RNC, but we employ a similar doubling trick and an additional caching trick to
parallelize everything. We then argue that with high probability all of the edges extracted
by this algorithm contain the first-visit edges to every vertex.

2 Preliminaries

We use the notation [n] to denote the set {1, ..., n}. We use the notation Õ(.) to hide
polylogarithmic factors. When we use the term high probability, we mean with probability
1− poly( 1

n ), where n is the size of the input, and the polynomial can be taken arbitrarily
large by appropriately setting parameters.

2.1 Graph Theory Notations
When a graph G = (V,E) is clear from the context, we use n to refer to |V | and m to refer
to |E|.

For a subset of vertices S ⊂ V , δ+(S) denotes the set all incoming edges {e = (u, v) | v ∈
S, u /∈ S}. Similarly, δ−(S) will denote the set of all outgoing edges {e = (u, v) | u ∈ S, v /∈ S}.
Lastly, let G(S) denote the subgraph induced by S.

I Definition 2. Given a weighed graph G = (V,E) with weights w : E → R≥0, a subset of
the vertices S ⊆ V is said to be strongly connected by edges of weight wc if for every s, t,∈ S,
there exists a path of edges inside S connecting s to t such that every edge e of the path has
weight w(e) ≥ wc.

I Definition 3. An arborescence is a directed graph rooted at vertex r such that for any
other vertex v, there is exactly one path from v to r.

Arborescences are also known as directed rooted trees and are a natural analog of spanning
trees in directed graphs. When a background graph G = (V,E) is clear from context, by an
arborescence we mean a subgraph of G that is an aborescence.

Given digraph G = (V,E) together with a weight function w : E → R>0, the random
arborescence distribution is the distribution that assigns to each arborescence T probability

P[T ] ∝
∏
e∈T

w(e).

When w is not given, it is assumed to be the constant 1 function, and the random arborescence
distribution becomes uniformly distributed over all arborescences. We view an undirected
graph G = (V,E) as a directed graph with double the number of edges, with each undirected
edge producing two directed copies in the two possible directions. It is easy to see that the
weighted/uniform random arborescence distribution on the directed version of an undirected
graph is the same as the weighted/uniform spanning tree distribution on the original graph;
viewing each arborescence without directions yields the corresponding spanning tree.

We call a (possibly weighted) digraph G = (V,E) Eulerian if∑
e∈δ+(v)

w(e) =
∑

e∈δ−(v)

w(e)

for all vertices v. Note that the directed version of an undirected graph is automatically
Eulerian.

ITCS 2021
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2.2 Random Walks and Arborescences
Our approach centers around the Aldous-Broder algorithm on directed graphs [2, 6]. Their
work reduces the task of randomly generating a spanning tree or arborescence to simulating
a random walk on the graph until all vertices have been visited. While most famously known
for generating spanning trees, this algorithm can be used to generate arborescences as well.

A weighted digraph defines a natural random walk. This is a Markov process X0, X1, . . . ,
where each Xi is obtained as a random neighbor of Xi−1 by choosing an outgoing edge with
probability proportional to its weight, and transitioning to its endpoint.

P[Xi | Xi−1] ∝ w(Xi−1, Xi).

A stationary distribution π is a distribution on the vertices such that if X0 is chosen according
to π, then all Xi are distributed as π. Under mild conditions, namely strong connectivity
and aperiodicity, the stationary distribution is unique.

A random walk on an undirected graph is known to be time-reversible. That is if X0
is started from the stationary distribution, then (Xi, Xi+1) is identical in distribution to
(Xi+1, Xi). This does not hold for directed graphs. However the time reversal of the process
. . . , Xi, Xi+1, . . . corresponds to a random walk on a different digraph.

I Definition 4. For a weighted digraph G = (V,E) with weights w : E → R≥0 and stationary
distribution π, define the time-reversal to be the graph G′ = (V,E′) on the same set of
vertices, with edges reversed in direction, and weights given by

w′(v, u) = π(u)w(u, v)/π(v).

The random walk on G′ shares the same stationary distribution π as G. The random walk
on G′ (started from π) is identical in distribution to the time-reversed random walk on G
(started from π); see [23].

I Theorem 5 ([2, 6]). Suppose that G = (V,E) is a strongly connected weighted graph, with
weights given by w : E → R>0. Perform a time-reversed random walk, starting from a vertex
r, until all vertices are visited at least once. For each vertex v ∈ V \ {r}, record the edge
used in the random walk to reach v for the first time. Let T be the collection of all these
first-visit edges (with directions reversed). Then T is an arboresence of G rooted at r, and

P[T ] ∝
∏
e∈T

w(e)

This allows us to sample r-rooted arborescence from a digraph by performing a random
walk on the time-reversal. It is also known that among all arborescences, the total weight
of those rooted at r is proportional to π(r), where π is the stationary distribution [2, 6].
Therefore to resolve Theorem 1, it is enough to show how to sample r-rooted arborescences.

I Theorem 6. There is an RNC algorithm which takes a directed graph G = (V,E) together
with edge weights w : E → R≥0 and a root vertex r ∈ V as input and outputs a random
r-rooted arborescence, where

P[T ] ∝
∏
e∈T

w(e).

We can fix the root because the stationary distribution π can be computed in NC, by solving
a system of linear equations.
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2.3 Parallel Algorithms
In this paper we consider parallel algorithms run on the PRAM model, and we will construct
algorithms to show that sampling problems are in the class RNC, the randomized version of
NC. In this class, we are allowed to use polynomially (in the input size) many processors
who share access to a common random access memory, and also have access to random bits.
The running time of our algorithms must be polylogarithmic in the input size.

While our work hinges upon the simulation of a random walk, a process which is inherently
sequential, for polynomially many steps, such a task is known to be in RNC through the use
of a “doubling trick.”

I Theorem 7 ([31]). Suppose that G = (V,E) is a directed graph, with weights given by
w : E → R≥0. The transcript of a random walk starting from a given vertex v0 ∈ V and
running for L time steps can be produced in the PRAM model using poly(|E|, L) processors
in polylog(|E|, L) time.

Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 naturally lead to a parallel algorithm that randomly samples
arborescences using poly(|E|, L) processors and polylog(|E|, L) time where L is the cover
time of the digraph. However, L can be exponential in the size of the graph as the cover
time depends closely on the edge weights of a graph. In directed graphs, the cover time can
be exponential even if we do not allow weights. See Figures 1 and 2.

Luckily, Theorem 5 only needs the first-visit edges to produce the random arborescence.
This insight has been heavily used to improve the running time of sequential algorithms
for sampling spanning trees [21, 25, 28], by shortcutting the random walk. Here we use the
same insight to design an RNC algorithm. Our algorithm identifies a hierarchy of clusters of
vertices S ⊆ V and will only simulate incoming and outgoing edges of each cluster as opposed
to the entire walk. To do this, we will use a well-known primitive that the probability of
entering or exiting a cluster through any edge can be computed using a system of linear
equations.

I Lemma 8 (see, e.g., [28]). Given a set S ⊂ V and vertex v ∈ S, the probability of a random
walk started at v exiting S through any particular edge e ∈ δ−(S) can be computed by solving
a system of linear equations involving the Laplacian.

Some of the most powerful primitives for NC algorithms come from linear algebra. In
particular, multiplying matrices, computing determinants, and inverting matrices all have
NC algorithms [9]. Combining this with Lemma 8 we obtain the following folklore result.

I Lemma 9. Given a set S ∈ V and vertex v ∈ S, the probability of a random walk started
at v exiting S through any particular edge e ∈ δ−(S) can be computed in NC.

2.4 Schur Complements
A key tool which we shall use in our analysis of random walks is Schur complements.

I Definition 10. For any weighted digraph G = (V,E), for any subset of the vertices S ⊆ V ,
we define the graph GS to be the Schur complement of S̄. GS is the directed graph formed by
starting with the induced sub-graph of S. Then, for every pair of vertices (u, v) in S, add
an edge from u to v with weight deg(u)P[u −→ v], where P[u −→ v] is the probability that a
random walk on G currently at u exits S with the next move and its first return to S is at
the vertex v.

ITCS 2021
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Then, it is easy to see that for any starting vertex v0 ∈ S, the distribution over random
walk transcripts in GS starting at v0 is the same as the distribution over random walk
transcripts in G starting at v0 with all vertices outside of S removed. We also observe that:

I Proposition 11. For any Eulerian weighted digraph G = (V,E), for any subset of the
vertices S ⊂ V , the Schur complement GS is also an Eulerian weighted digraph and the
degree of any vertex in S is the same in GS as in G.

3 Reduction to Eulerian Graphs

A key part of our algorithm is the analysis of the time it takes for random walks to cover
regions of a digraph. Cover times are in general difficult to analyze on directed graphs, but
the situation becomes much easier on Eulerian graphs. For more precise statements, see
Section 6. As a first step in our algorithm, we show how to reduce the design of sampling
algorithms on arbitrary digraphs to Eulerian ones.

We can reduce the problem of sampling an arborescence of digraph G to sampling a
random arborescence rooted at vertex r on strongly connected Eulerian digraph G′′ as follows
in Algorithm 1. We begin by selecting the vertex at which the arborescence is rooted, using
the Markov chain tree theorem [2, 6].

I Theorem 12 (The Markov chain tree theorem). Let G = (V,E) be a weighted directed
graph. Assume that the natural Markov chain associated with G has stationary distribution
π = (π1, . . . , πn). Then we have the following relationship between π and the arborescences
of G:

πi =
∑
{w(T ) | T arborescence rooted at i}∑

{w(T ) | T arborescence} ,

where w(T ) is product of edge weights in T .

Finding the stationary distribution of a random walk on some graph G reduces to solving a
system of n linear equations and can be done in NC.

After the root r ∈ V of an arborescence is selected, we can add outgoing edges from
r to graph G to guarantee that G is strongly connected. As no arborescence rooted at r
will contain these new edges, the addition of such edges does not affect the distribution of
arborescences rooted at r. Then, we note that for any vertex v, if we multiply the weights
of all edges in δ−(v) by some constant, the distribution of arborescences rooted at any
vertex does not change. We can therefore rescale edges to ensure that the resulting graph is
Eulerian.

I Proposition 13. Graph G′′ is Eulerian.

Proof. We have that, for all v in G′∑
(u,v)∈δ+(v)

π′(u) w
′(u, v)

deg′out(u)
= π′(v)

Then, considering G′′ :

deg′′in(v) =
∑

(u,v)∈δ+(v)

w′′(u, v) =
∑

(u,v)∈δ+(v)

w′(u, v)π′(u)
deg′out(u)

= π′(v)

= π′(v)
∑

(v,x)∈δ−(v)

w′(v, x)
deg′out(v)

=
∑

(v,x)∈δ−(v)

w′′(v, x) = deg′′out(v) J
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Algorithm 1 Reduction to strongly-connected Eulerian graphs.

Compute the stationary distribution π(v) of a random walk on G
Choose vertex r to be the root of the arborescence with probability π(r)
G′ = (V,E′)←− G
for v ∈ V \ {r} in parallel do

if e′ = (r, v) /∈ E then
Add e′ to E′ with weight w′(e) = 1

Compute the stationary distribution π′(v) of a random walk on G′
G′′ = (V,E′′)←− G′
for v ∈ V do

for e = (v, u) ∈ E′′ do
w′′(e)←− w′(e)

deg′out(v)π
′(v)

Randomly sample an arborescence rooted at r from G′′

Thus, in RNC, the task of randomly sampling an arborescence in some digraph can be
reduced to the task of randomly sampling an arborescence rooted at some vertex r from a
strongly connected Eulerian digraph.

4 Cycle Decomposition

Because Theorem 5 only needs the first-visit edges to produce a random arborescence, our
main idea is to create a hierarchical clustering of the graph that we call T . Every element
S ∈ T in the clustering is a subset of V which is strongly connected by edges of relatively
high weight compared to the edges in δ−(S). Intuitively, a random walk will spend much
time traversing edges inside a cluster, before venturing out. Aside from first visit edges, any
other traversals do not need to be simulated, thus much of the work can be avoided by only
simulating the first few edges which enter or exit a cluster. Consider the pseudocode in
Algorithm 2 for generating one such decomposition:

Algorithm 2 Generating a hierarchical decomposition.

for edge e ∈ G in parallel do
Find a cycle Ce of edges such that e ∈ Ce and for every e′ ∈ C,we′ ≥ we

m using
Algorithm 3

Sort the cycles found by minimum edge weight in decreasing order C1, C2, . . . , Cm
T ←− {}
for i = 1, 2, . . .m in parallel do

Find Si,1,Si,2 . . .Si,j , the vertex sets of the connected components in
(V,C1 ∪ C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ci)
Add all elements found to T

for Si,j ∈ T \ Sm,1 in parallel do
Find the node of the form Si+1,k such that Si,j ⊂ Si+1,k and assign Si+1,k as the
parent of Si,j

Contract duplicate nodes in T

ITCS 2021
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Algorithm 3 FindCycle(e = (e0, e1), G = (E, V )).

Construct G′ = (V,E′), where E′ = {e′ ∈ E : we′ ≥ we

m }
for v1, v2 ∈ V in parallel do

if (v1, v2) ∈ E′ then
R(v1, v2, 1)←−True

for v ∈ V in parallel do
R(v, v, 0)←−True
R(v, v, 1)←−True

for l ∈ {2, 4, . . . 2lnn} do
for v1, v2, v3 ∈ V in parallel do

if R(v1, v2, l/2) and R(v2, v3, l/2) then
R(v1, v3, l)←−True

c0 ←− e1, c2dln ne ←− e0
for l ∈ {2dlnne−1, 2dlnne−2, . . . 1} do

for i ∈ [2dlnne] such that l is the largest power of 2 which divides i in parallel
do

Set ci to be some vertex such that R(ci−l, ci, l) and R(ci, ci+l, l)

Prune the transcript of vertices {c0, c1, . . . , c2dln ne} to remove any duplicates and
return the resulting cycle.

We use Algorithm 3 to construct a cycle of comparably high-weight edges containing a
given edge e. The collection of these cycles is a “loose decomposition” of the Eulerian graph
into cycles. While an Eulerian graph can be decomposed into cycles in general, we do not
know if this can be done in NC. Instead we find a collection of cycles whose sum and poly(m)
times it sandwich the Eulerian graph.

For each edge e, Algorithm 3 successfully returns a cycle since,

I Proposition 14. In directed weighted Eulerian graph G = (V,E) for any edge e ∈ E, there
exists a cycle of edges Ce such that e ∈ Ce and for all e′ ∈ Ce, w′e ≥ we

m

Proof. Note that any Eulerian digraph can be decomposed into at most m cycles where each
cycle contains edges of uniform weight. Then, for any edge e, one of these cycles must have
weight at least we

m . J

Given that a cycle is found containing every edge in G, it follows that Algorithm 2 successfully
generates a hierarchical decomposition which satisfies:

I Proposition 15. T is a laminar family, i.e. has the following properties:
1. Every node S of T is a subset of V and is the vertex set of a connected component of G.
2. Children of any node in T are proper subsets of it.
3. |T | ≤ 2n.
Given this clustering T , for any S ∈ T , we say an edge e ∈ E jumps between children of S if
S is the lowest node in T which contains both endpoints of e. We call e a jumping edge of S.

In addition, we note that

I Lemma 16. For any S ∈ T , let wmax(S) be the maximum weight among the jumping
edges of S. G(S) is strongly connected by edges of weight wmax(S)

m .
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Proof. We prove by contradiction. Assume that there is some edge e jumping between
children of S and two vertices u, v ∈ S such that every path between u, v contains an edge
of weight less than we

m . Let the cycles which connect S in Algorithm 2 be C1, . . . Ck, with
Ck being the cycle with an edge of minimum weight. Then, consider the path of edges
connecting u to v only containing edges in these cycles. The weight of every edge in the path
must be greater than w(Ck), the weight of the minimum weight edge in Ck. Thus by our
assumption we must have that we

m > w(Ck).
But now consider Ce, the cycle found containing edge e with minimum edge weight

w(Ce) ≥ we

m . As w(Ce) > w(Ck), this cycle must have been used to construct a child of S in
T . This implies the e is contained in a child of S and is therefore not a jumping edge of S, a
contradiction. J

Lemma 16 intuitively states that the nodes in T are tightly connected by edges of relatively
high weight compared to incoming or outgoing edges. This will be critical in bounding the
number of edges which need to be simulated.

5 Parallel Sampling

For clarity, a partially sampled random walk shall be represented as an alternating series of
clusters and edges: S1, e1,S2, e2, . . . , where each Si ∈ T and ei ∈ δ−(Si) ∩ δ+(Si+1). The
sequence has a natural interpretation of a random walk in Si which then exits Si through ei
to continue in Si+1 before traversing ei+1 and so on.

Once we have a hierarchical decomposition T found in Section 4, a natural way to use
such a decomposition is to simulate a random walk as follows:
1. Simulate just the edges jumping between high-level clusters of a random walk, producing

a transcript of the form S1, e1,S2, e2, . . . .
2. For each i, recursively simulate a random walk on Si conditioned on exiting Si though

edge ei.
While this recursive procedure as described is not in RNC, using doubling tricks and memo-
ization, we show how to perform this in RNC. One can view this as a generalization of the
doubling trick used by Teng [31].

5.1 Simulating Jumping Edges
To simulate edges jumping across children of a node, we generalize the techniques of [31] to
the following:

I Theorem 17. Suppose that G = (V,E) is a directed graph, with weights given by w : E →
R≥0. Let S ⊆ V be the disjoint union of S1,S2, . . .Sk, where S and each Si is strongly
connected. The transcript of first L edges jumping across different Si in a random walk
starting from a given vertex v0 ∈ S and conditioned on exiting S though some edge e ∈ δ−(S)
can produced in the PRAM model using poly(|E|, L) processors and polylog(|E|, L) time.

Proof. We denote this function JumpingEdges(S, v0, e, L). See Algorithm 4 for pseudocode.
Note that we can condition a walk on S to exit via some edge e ∈ δ−(S) by considering a
random walk on the graph induced by S with an additional edge e and an absorbing state at
the endpoint of e. For any vertex v ∈ S, let Sv denote the unique Si which contains v.

From Lemma 9, for any v ∈ S, the probability that a random walk currently at v exits
Sv though each edge in δ−(Sv) can be computed in NC. Thus, after using poly(|E|, L)
processors and polylog(|E|, L) time to compute all such probabilities for every vertex v ∈ S,
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we can assume access to a deterministic function Next(v,X) which takes a vertex v ∈ S and
number X ∈ [0, 1] and outputs and edge e ∈ δ−(Sv) such that if X is chosen uniformly from
[0, 1], then the probability that Next(v,X) returns some edge e ∈ δ−(Sv) is the probability a
random walk currently at v exits Sv through edge e.

Given this function, if we generate independent uniformly random numbers X1, ..., XL ∈
[0, 1], the transcript of the jumping edges in random walk can be extracted by starting at
v = v0 and repeatedly applying Next(v,Xi) to get the next vertex v, for i ∈ [L]. Of course,
a naive implementation does not leverage parallelism, so we instead use a doubling trick.

We compute the values End(v, t, l) which would be the final edge jumping between children
of S when we run a random walk starting at v, and applying Next with random inputs
Xt, Xt+1, ..., Xt+l−1. For l = 1, these are 1-step random walks and we use Next to compute
them. For simplicity, we allow the first argument of End to also be an edge, in which case the
random walk starts at the ending vertex of that edge. Then we use the following identity,
which allows us to compute End values for a particular l from End values for l

2 .

End(v, t, l) = End(End(v, t, l/2), t, l/2)

This is because we can break an l-step random walk into two l/2-step random walks. So
we can compute all End values when l ranges over powers of 2, in log(L) steps.

Finally to compute the edge taken by the random walk at any time l = 1, ..., L, we simply
write down l as a sum of powers of 2, and repeatedly use the End function to compute the
l-th edge of the random walk which jumps between children of S. J

Algorithm 4 JumpingEdges(S, v0, eend, L).

for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . L} in parallel do
Let Xt be a uniformly random number sampled from [0, 1]
for v ∈ S in parallel do

End(v, t, 1)←− Next(v, S)

for l ∈ {2, 4, 8, . . . , 2blnLc} do
for v ∈ S, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . L− 1− l} in parallel do

End(v, t, l) ←− End(End(v, t, l2 ), t, l2 )

for l ∈ 1, 2, . . . L in parallel do
Decompose l as a sum of subset S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . 2blnLc−1}
e←− (∗, v0)
t←− 0
for s ∈ S do

e←− End(e, t, s)
t←− t+ s

el ←− e
vl ←− the ending vertex of el

if ek = eend for some k then
return Sv0 , e1,Sv1 , e2, . . .Svk−1 , ek = eend

else
return Sv0 , e1,Sv1 , e2, . . . ,SL−1, eL,S, eend
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I Remark 18. For clarity of exposition, we allow sampling numbers from [0, 1]. However
sampling a number with polynomially many bits is enough for our purposes. In our algorithms,
we only need to compare our samples Xt with deterministic numbers derived from the input.
To this end, we can simply sample the first N digits of the binary expansion of Xt for some
large N . The probability that the comparison of Xt and a fixed number is not determined
from the first N digits is 2−N . By taking N to be polynomially large, the probability of
failure will be bounded by an exponentially small number. If one insists on avoiding even
this small probability of failure, we can continue sampling digits of Xt whenever we run into
a situation where the first N are not enough. Since the probability of running into failure is
very small, the overall expected running time still remains polylogarithmic.

5.2 Extracting First-Visit Edges
For a cluster, once we know which edges jump across its children, we can recursively fill
in the transcript of the walk. This is because we now have a similar subproblem for each
child node, where we have a starting vertex, and a prespecified exit edge. However, a naive
implementation of this is not in RNC.

Instead our strategy is to again use a doubling trick. Consider a node S of T and a vertex
v ∈ S. Using the algorithm JumpingEdges, we can extract the edges that jump across children
of S. We can then extend these to include edges that jump across children of children of S
by more applications of JumpingEdges. We will construct a function AllEdges(S, v, e, L, l)
that besides the arguments to JumpingEdges also takes an integer l ≥ 1. The goal of this
function is to extract from the transcript of a random walk started at v and conditioned on
exiting S through e, the first L edges which jump between descendants of depth at most l
below S in T . Then, each intermediate node in the transcript is either an individual vertex,
an lth descendant of S, or a cluster for with L edges jumping between its children have
already been found. We will show that for polynomially large L, this transcript will contain
all first-visit edges with high probability.

A natural approach for computing AllEdges is as follows. We already know how to
compute AllEdges for l = 1; that is just a call to JumpingEdges. Once the value of AllEdges
has been computed for all settings of parameters for a particular l, we can compute it for 2l
by the following procedure:
1. Let the transcript returned by AllEdges(S, v, e, L, l) be S1, e2,S2, e2, . . . ,Sk, ek.
2. For each intermediate node Si that is not a single vertex, if the transcript does not already

contain L edges jumping between children of Si, let u be the endpoint of ei−1 and replace
Si, ei with AllEdges(Si, u, e, L, l)

3. Trim the transcript to only contain at most the first L edges jumping between children
of any node

There is one key problem with this approach. We cannot precompute AllEdges(·, ·, ·, ·, l)
and use the same precomputed answer to fill in the gaps for larger values of l. Each time we
need to use AllEdges for a particular setting of its input parameters, we really need to use
fresh randomness; otherwise the transcript we extract will not be from a true random walk.

We resolve this by using a caching trick. Instead of computing AllEdges(S, v, e, L, l) for
each setting of parameters once and reusing the same output for larger subproblems, we
compute M possible answers for a large enough M and store all M answers. For larger
subproblems, every time that we need to use the values of a smaller subproblem, we randomly
pick one of the stored M answers. We will inevitably reuse some of the answers in this
process; however when we restrict our attention to the unraveling of a particular answer for
a subproblem there is a high probability of not having reused any answers. We will formalize
this in Lemma 19.
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Pseudocode for computing AllEdges can be found in Algorithm 5. In the end we use
AllEdges(V, v, ∅, L, |V |) to extract a list of edges, and with high probability all first-visit
edges will be among this list

Algorithm 5 Computing the random walk transcript extracts.

for S ∈ T , e ∈ δ−(S) ∪ {∅}, v ∈ S, i ∈ [M ] in parallel do
AllEdges(S, v, e, L, 1)[i]←− JumpingEdges(S, v, e, L)

for l ∈ {1, 2, . . . 2dlgLe−1} do
for S ∈ T , e ∈ δ−(S) ∪ {∅}, v ∈ S, i ∈ [M ] in parallel do

if l is greater than depth of the deepest child of S then
AllEdges(S, v, e, L, 2l)[i]←− AllEdges(S, v, e, L, l)[i]

else
Let S1, e1,S2, e2, . . .Sk be the output of AllEdges(S, v, e, L, l)[i]
for j ∈ [k] in parallel do

if the transcript does not already contain L edges jumping between
children of Sj then

Replace Si, ei with a randomly chosen instance of
AllEdges(Sj , v′, ej , L, l) where v′ is the endpoint of ej−1

Trim the resulting transcript to only contain at most the first L edges
jumping between children of any node. Save the resulting transcript as a
solution to AllEdges(S, v, e, L, 2l)[i]

if the final transcript of AllEdges(V, v, ∅, L, |V |) contain multiple subsequences
which depend on the same call to JumpingEdges then

Replace all but the first subsequence with a freshly sampled transcript

I Lemma 19. For M = poly(L), when we unravel the recursion tree for the computation of
the value AllEdges(V, v, ∅, L, |V |), no stored answer of AllEdges for any of the subproblems
will be used more than once with high probability.

Proof. Note that for any any S ∈ T, v ∈ S, e ∈ δ−(S), the recursion tree for an answer to
AllEdges(V, v, ∅, L, |V |) will rely on at most L calls to JumpingEdges(S, v, e, L) since each
call to JumpingEdges(S, v, e, L) corresponds to a subsequence of the final transcript which
ends in e, and e can only occur L times in the transcript by the definition of AllEdges. As
each sample of JumpingEdges(S, v, e, L) is chosen uniformly at random from M samples, for
polynomially large M , the probability of the same sample being chosen twice can be made
small and of the form 1

poly(n) . Lastly via a union bound over polynomially many possible
combinations of arguments for JumpingEdges, we have that for polynomially large M , which
high probability no stored answer of JumpingEdges or AllEdges will be used more than
once. J

Putting everything together, we have shown that:

I Theorem 20. Suppose that G = (V,E) is a directed graph, with weights given by w : E −→
R>0. Let T denote a hierarchical decomposition of G. The transcript of a random walk
starting at v0 ∈ V which contains first L edges jumping between children of S for any S ∈ T
can produced in the PRAM model using poly(|E|, L) processors in polylog(|E|, L) expected
time.
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6 Hierarchical Exploration Time

The last element needed to obtain an RNC algorithm for the random sampling of arborescences
is to show that for the decomposition achieved above, for polynomially large L, simulating
the first L edges which jump across each node S ∈ T will contain all first-visit edges to each
vertex with high probability. We do this by bounding the number of edge traversals between
children of each node before that node is covered. We build on techniques developed by
Boczkowski, Peres, and Sousi [5].

We start by bounding the number of times a given vertex is visited before cover time.
For any v, s, t ∈ V , let Hv(s, t) denote the expected number of times a random walk starting
at s visits v before reaching t; in the case that s = t, Hv(s, s) denotes the number of times a
walk starting at s reaches v before returning to s.

It is easy to see that Hv satisfies a triangle inequality, namely:

I Proposition 21. On any directed graph G = (V,E), for any v, s, t, u,∈ V : Hv(s, t) ≤
Hv(s, u) +Hv(u, t).

Additionally, as the stationary distribution of vertices on an Eulerian graph is proportional
to the degree of a vertex, it follows that:

I Proposition 22. On any directed Eulerian graph G = (V,E), for any v, s ∈ V : Hv(s, s) =
1

π(s)π(v) = deg(v)
deg(s)

Proof. Consider the Schur complement GS where S = {v, s}. Since G is Eulerian, so is GS
and the degrees of v, s are the same in G and GS . Letting the weights of edges in GS be
w(v, s), w(s, v), w(v, v), w(s, s), we must have w(s, v) = w(v, s) for GS to be Eulerian. As
random walks on GS are distributed like random walks on G whose transcripts have been
restricted to only contain vertices in S, the values of Hv(s, s), Hv(v, s) are the same for a
walk on G as for one on GS . Considering one-step transitions, we can construct the following
system of equations:

Hv(s, s) = w(s, v)
deg(s) (Hv(v, s) + 1) + w(s, s)

deg(s) 0,

Hv(v, s) = w(v, v)
deg(v) (Hv(v, s) + 1) + w(v, s)

deg(v) 0.

Solving yields Hv(v, s) = w(v,v)
w(v,s) and Hv(s, s) = w(s,v)

deg(s)

(
w(v,v)
w(v,s) + 1

)
= w(s,v)

deg(s)
deg(v)
w(v,s) = deg(v)

deg(s) .
J

For any two vertices which are connected by an edge, we have:

I Lemma 23. On any directed Eulerian graph G = (V,E), for any v, s, t ∈ V such that
e = (s, t) ∈ E, Hv(s, t) ≤ deg(v)

w(s,t)

Proof. Note that every time the walk is currently at s, there is a w(s,t)
deg(s) chance of moving to

t, thus, in expectation, the expected number of times the walk returns to s before reaching t
is at most deg(s)

w(s,t) . Between each return to s, the expected number of visits to v is deg(v)
deg(s) by

Proposition 22. Thus, we conclude that:

Hv(s, t) ≤
deg(s)
w(s, t)

deg(v)
deg(s) = deg(v)

w(s, t) . J

On graphs which are strongly connected by edges of some weight wc, this observation
leads to the conclusion that:
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I Lemma 24. On an Eulerian directed graph G = (V,E) strongly connected by edges of
weight wc, for any s, t ∈ V , Hs(s, t) ≤ deg(s)n

wc

Proof. By connectivity assumptions, there exists a sequence of at most n vertices s =
v0, v1, . . . , vk = t which form a path connecting s and t such that w(vi−1, vi) ≥ wc for all
i ∈ [k]. Then, combining Proposition 21 with Lemma 23,

Hs(s, t) ≤
k∑
i=1

Hs(vi−1, vi) ≤
k∑
i=1

deg(s)
w(vi−1, vi)

≤ ndeg(s)
wc

. J

This trivially bounds the expected number of returns to a vertex s before a graph G is
covered by a random walk by n2 deg(s)

wc
.

I Remark 25. While this bound is sufficient for our purposes, using Matthew’s trick, this
bound can be further tightened to n logn deg(s)

wc
[26].

I Lemma 26. For any node S ∈ T in the decomposition obtained by Algorithm 2, the
expected number of edges traversed between children of S before every vertex in S has been
visited is at most n2m2.

Proof. For each edge e = (u, v) which jumps between children of S, the expected number of
times edge e is traversed is we

deg(u) times the expected number of times vertex u is reached
by a random walk before all vertices in S are reached. To bound the number of times u is
reached before S is covered, consider a random walk on the Schur complement GS . The
expected number of times u is reached in a random walk on G before S is covered is the same
as the expected number of times u is reached by a random walk on GS before GS is covered.

By Proposition 11, GS will be Eulerian and the degrees of all vertices in S will be the
same in G and GS . By Lemma 16, S is strongly connected by edges of weight wmax(S)

m , and
so GS is as well. Then, by Lemma 24, the expected number of times u is hit before GS is
covered is at most by deg(u)n2m

wmax
. Thus, the expected number of times edge e is traversed

before S is covered is at most
deg(u)n2m

wmax

we
deg(u) ≤ n

2m

since wc ≥ we

m . As there are at most m jumping edges of S, in expectation, at most n2m2

edge traversals between children of S will occur before every vertex in S has been reached. J

Thus, for large enough L = poly(n,m), by Markov’s inequality, with high probability
every node S ∈ T is covered by the time L edges have jumped across S. This means the
transcript returned by AllEdges will contain all first visit edges with high probability. As
this transcript is polynomial in length, all first visit edges and the corresponding arborescence
they form can be extracted and returned in NC.

7 Discussion and Open Problems

We showed how to sample arborescences, and as a special case spanning trees, from a given
weighted graph using an RNC algorithm. While this is a step in resolving the disparity
between parallel sampling and parallel counting algorithms, more investigation is needed. In
particular, for the list of problems with determinant-based counting in Section 1, designing
RNC sampling algorithms remains open.

One of these problems in particular, namely sampling Eulerian tours from an Eulerian
digraph, is intimately connected to sampling arborescences, due to the BEST theorem [1, 34].
However the reduction, while polynomial-time implementable, is not known to be in NC.
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I Question 27. Is there an algorithm for sampling Eulerian tours uniformly at random in
Eulerian digraphs?

The important tool our result relied on was the Aldous-Broder algorithm. So it is natural
to ask whether there are generalizations of the Aldous-Broder result to settings beyond
spanning trees and arborescences. In particular the bases of a regular matroid are a proper
generalization of spanning trees in a graph, and they have a decomposition in terms of
graphic, co-graphic, and some special constant-sized matroids [29].

I Question 28. Can we sample from a regular matroid, or equivalently from a volume-based
distribution defined by totally unimodular vectors in RNC?

Yet another direction for generalization are higher-dimensional equivalents of spanning
trees and arborescences. For example, Gorodezky and Pak [15] provided a generalization of
the algorithm of Wilson [35] for sampling arborescences from graphs to hypergraphs. While
Wilson’s algorithm is different from that of Aldous-Broder, it is closely related. Can these
generalizations be efficiently parallelized?
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